
Fixed Issues: 
-- Version 1.1.5.0             (06-11-2011) ------------------------------------------------------------------ 
BUG REMOVED:    On Workspace load, if a given layer does not exists, no layer is loaded 
BUG REMOVED:    Create Grid Data from XYZ gives error if polygons collection is empty 
BUG REMOVED:    If loading particles into a Geographic Projection without geographic results 
make the application crash 
BUG REMOVED:    Reload Time Series makes MS occasionally crash, if file is opened in the Text 
Editor 
 
 
-- Version 1.1.4.0             (04-11-2011) ------------------------------------------------------------------ 
BUG REMOVED:    HDF layers of the Interface Sediment Water are not load correctly when 
bottom flux / water flux is on 
 
 
-- Version 1.1.3.0             (01-11-2011) ------------------------------------------------------------------ 
BUG REMOVED:    Runs with a lot of screen output (e.g. long runs) occasionally generate "Out 
of Memory Exceptions" 
 
 
-- Version 1.1.2.0             (29-10-2011) ------------------------------------------------------------------ 
BUG REMOVED:    Default drainage network size of HDF files is zero, so drainage network does 
not appear 
BUG REMOVED:              Small resize problem introduced in previous version in Graph windows 
corrected 
 
 
-- Version 1.1.1.0             (28-10-2011) ------------------------------------------------------------------ 
BUG REMOVED:    Export of Visible Monitoring Stations fails 
BUG REMOVED:              Label Layer are not projected to different coordinate system 
BUG REMOVED:    Rename of nested model domain corrupts solution 
BUG REMOVED:    Serious Resize problem on windows x64 machines. Resizing Main Window 
makes the application CRASH 
 
 
 
Fixed Issues: 
-- Version 1.1.0.0             (25-10-2011) ------------------------------------------------------------------ 
BUG REMOVED:    Loading Sample Workspace in the beginning does not load layers correctly 
BUG REMOVED:    Depression Removal Tool does not work correctly for large grids 
BUG REMOVED:    When loading / running twice a lagrangian simulation, loading results 
crashes the MStudio 
BUG REMOVED:    Reprojection of Vector Arrow Layers to different coordinate systems fails 
BUG REMOVED:    If the path to the Basin Delineator tool is badly configured, the application 
crashes 
BUG REMOVED:    Rotated grids do not display correctly in specific occasions 
BUG REMOVED:    Remote Desktop does not work (now works if set to 32 bits color) 
BUG REMOVED:    After saving an animation, sometimes a warning appears saying that images 
are not saved. 
BUG REMOVED:    Transparency layer style does not paint areas above maximum value. 
BUG REMOVED:    Flow velocity arrows do not play correctly (density) if grid is rotated. 
BUG REMOVED:    When removing quickly more then one HDF layer the application crashes 



BUG REMOVED:    When loading / running twice a drainage network vector layer, loading 
results crashes the MStudio 
BUG REMOVED:    Resize problem on Windows x64 machines removed 
BUG REMOVED:    Exporting data to shapefiles does not export the feature columns correctly 
FEATURE:        Plug-in to generate tidal tool is available for separate download 
FEATURE:            Memory management of arrow layer improved 
FEATURE:            Width of drainage representation is configurable 
 

 


